
1969 SOCCER FINAL REPORT

PRACTICES:" Practices started regularly September 29, 1969, in
cluding all the facilities in reference to material and the play
ing field. The uniforms arrived late which I feel influenced the
spirit of the team. I only had to cancel practices November 3 and
4 because of heavy rains saying that the other practices were com
pleted regularly.

PLAYERS: The practices started out with 31 players. Several aban
doned surely because they were not accostomed to a method-type
work. Of there who abandoned, the only player who really affected
me was Mr. Roland Rajan who seems to me had good player conditions,
but who surely misunderstood the practices or was influenced, left
the team.

In this form, we arrived to form a team of 17 players of which one
Bruce Hamilton did not attend two away games for motives of his
studies according to him and Dave Searles did not attend one game
due to being seriously injured, but attended all the other games
and regular to the practices.

In respect to the manager, I can say that he is a man very busy
and for that reason, he can't comply well with his functions.

rr'_.. In summary, I am very happy to be able to give you the names of
the following players who demonstrated an athletic discipline in
every moment:

BARKLEY, ALEX
BARTON, BRUCE
CARROLL, JOHN
CONLON, TOM
CURTIS, BOB
D'AGOSTINO, VINCENT
HELLMUTH, BILL
LEACH, TOM
LILES, GEORGE
LILLE, JOHN
OVIATT, MIKE
SEARLES, DAVE
SONKE, CRAIG
SONTHEIMER, HENRY
VANEATON, CLIFF
WEBER, MIKE
~~~~
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GAMES: The cancellation of our first game with Oakland College
I am sure influenced negatively the results of out next games
because we had to encounter ourselves with a strong teain in our
first game giving me my first idea of our virtues and errors which
!fflowered-out" in that game. It may have not varied the 3-4 loss
to Albion, but if we had played the first game (cancelled), I am
sure that we would have given a better performance.

1m each game it could be noticed the betterment of the team
and making a few changes, we arrived to conform a group almost
perfect in each function and wl!en we arrived at our highest point
of our preparation, sadly we were finished with our season with
the following results:

OAKLAND
ALBION
CALVIN J.V.
HOPE
ALBION
CALVIN
AURORA

Cancellecl
3-ft.
2-0
0-1
1-0
1-2
2-1

Our record was 3 games won, 3 games lost, and 0 tied with a 80al
average of 1.1.

I all of our games, we employed the known system of 4-2-4
system (4 fullbacks, 2 halfbacks, and 4 forwards) which I con
sidered appropriate for our team taking in account the perfe.rmance
of last year. In the defense, we used "man-to-man-pressing" de
fense.

CONCLUSIONS: I encountered with good material with players truely
athletes who demonstrated moral discipline, spirit, and much love
in defending the color of their house of st1.l.dies t In that the
factor of time refers to that I can say that it was very short
because I think you couldn't comply like you should with even
taking into account account such marvellous human material.

CONCLUSIONS: 1- We should start the practices earlier in the year.
2- The conditions of our field must bett(;~r in it's

surface and measurements.
3- Try not to cancel the programed games.
4- The human material is incredibly good for the

practice of this world sport.
5- Ithink that for next year, the athletic direction

doesn't have to worry about buying new equipment
because that which we used is in perfect condi
tion.

6- Be careful that tha Hlanager be a person with much
responsibility for the better conservation of our
equipment and be a true assistant to the coach.

This is all that permits me to inform and give to your distinquished
authority for future seasons.

Thanking all the attentions received


